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Music in Bologna 1–6 November 2018 
The J.S. Bach Journey 13–19 May 2019 
West Country Choral Festival 7–11 July 2019 
Music Along the Danube 31 August–7 September 2019 
Sacred Music in Santiago 26 or 28 September–2 October 2019
The Thomas Tallis Trail 1–3 November 2019 
Opera in Southern Sicily 5–11 November 2019

CELEBRATING MUSIC AND PLACE

Contact us:
+44 (0)20 8742 3355
martinrandall.com/festivals
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Photo: Gabrieli, performing at ‘Music 
in the Cotswolds’ 2018, ©Bill Knight.

‘ Beyond superb! 
The performances, 
the choice of 
repertoire, the 
venues... all perfect 
in my opinion!’
Martin Randall Festival participant in 2017

profit institutions with endowments val-
ued at $1 billion or more: Harvard and MIT, 
but also Tufts, Williams, Amherst, Smith, 
Wellesley, Boston College, and Boston Uni-
versity. For Harvard, the formula—averag-
ing endowment values over the previous 
five years—would yield an initial tax of 
about $560 million: more than 10 percent 
of University operating revenues in fiscal 
year 2017, and exactly as much as the Uni-
versity’s total spending on scholarships in 
fiscal year 2017 (the latest figures available). 
The proposed tax, in effect, would raise the 
distribution on the endowment to nearly 7 
percent, leaving little if any investment re-
turn to maintain spending power against 
inflation.

When he made his proposal, Gonzalez 
trailed the incumbent, Charles D. Baker ’79, 
significantly in the polls. But after fretting 
about Republican hostility toward elite pri-
vate universities last year, Harvard leaders 
cannot have been thrilled to have the liberal 
candidate, in one of the most liberal states 
in the nation, advancing a stiff tax on en-
dowments as a pillar of a populist agenda.

vjohn s. rosenberg

Taking a Page  
from Knopf
Since becoming director  of Harvard 
University Press (HUP) in September 
2017, George Andreou has begun tackling 
the biggest challenges facing academic 
publishing—the rise of online scholarly 
publishing, changed economics in an eB-
ook era, reduced purchasing budgets at 
academic and other libraries, and more 
(see “The ‘Wild West’ of Academic Pub-
lishing,” January-February 2015, page 56). 
He brings to the role his seasoned trade-
publishing perspective. “Trade publishers 
have their kind of panoply of presentational 
techniques that aren’t as evident or vigor-
ously evident in academic publishing,” ex-
plained the former vice president and senior 
editor at Alfred A. Knopf. “This does not 
mean one will become garish in one’s style, 
but only that there are insights into how you 
reach readers that are not always evident to 
academic publishers, and we mean to lever-
age them for our authors.” 

This past July, Andreou implemented 
a broad reorganization of the Press. The 

changes included several layoffs and staff 
reassignments, as well as the announcement 
that Ken Carpenter, formerly vice president 
and associate publisher at Houghton Mifflin 
Harcourt, would become director of mar-
keting in September. Editor-in-chief Susan 
Boehmer will depart in March 2019—and 
Andreou will absorb her role instead of ap-
pointing a replacement. “I have assumed 
that responsibility out of a sense gathered 
from direct experience that an editorially 
driven publisher needs to have the head of 
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T H E  U N D E R G R A D U A T E

Language Learner
by isa flores-jones ’19

B efore i went  to Madrid, friends 
offered their stories of time spent 
abroad. One described the drizzling 
Oxford rain and basement apart-

ment where he discovered, in spite of his 
formerly tidy atheism, a new religious faith. 
Another crossed a treacherous language bar-
rier by holding dinner parties. This friend 
provided guests with endless plates of wob-
bling shakshuka in exchange for their pa-
tience with her carefully conjugated verbs. 
As I made my own decision—to stay in 
Cambridge that junior spring, or go—her 
stories were the most useful. Because while 
I didn’t think that leaving Harvard would 
bring me closer to God, I did know how to 
make shakshuka.

On the first night,  my host mother re-
fused my cooking, as she would all subse-
quent offers, with a smile.

“Eres genial,” she said, and opened her 
fridge to reveal rows of thick, well-wrapped 
Spanish tortillas, two half melons, a bottle 
of orange juice. She introduced my room-

mate and me to her home through the evi-
dence of the way past guests had mistreated 
it. Here was the hot-water kettle in which 
one student had made powdered mac-and-
cheese; this was the fridge left wide open, 
letting produce go to slime; and here, the 
oven where guests let their brownies turn 
to charcoal overnight. She let us sit with 
this image: the heat swelling through the 
kitchen like an enormous, pregnant balloon. 
I tried to explain that I’d be careful; but no, 
I’d already misunderstood.

“El horno,” she said, “no funciona.” The oven 
didn’t work. And, to my second question, 
there’d be no guests allowed. Although at 
that point in the semester I had none to in-
vite over, in any case.

My host mother’s stories fit well with 
the other kind of story I’d heard before 
going abroad. Academic advisers (and the 
Internet) had warned me away from cer-
tain programs, describing those packages 
as a kind of “study-cruise”: all the benefits 
of regular U.S collegiate debauchery plus 
the added attraction of cultural imperial-

the house as editor-in-chief,” he said. “There 
are, as people who talk about publishing 
always remark, more books than ever,” he 
added. “How do you set them apart, how 
do you make a place for your book? I think 
that’s a matter of making sure you’ve got the 
best books you can have and publishing as if 
they were on the inside—that is to say, with 
a deep understanding of the book, what it’s 
trying to say, and to whom.” 

As for the threat that digitization poses 
for print presses, Andreou said, “We are past 
the moment in the life of the industry where 
digitization is the fetish that it was. The last 
five to 10 years have shown us that print re-
mains the dominant and preferred technol-
ogy for books. Digital is an additional outlet, 
in the way audio is. It’s a different means of 
consumption, but it’s by no means attained 
the primacy that everyone expected it to 
do. We do make all our books available 
as eBooks, because that’s simply what a re-
sponsible publisher does now.”

Recalling his decision to leave Knopf to 
lead a preeminent academic publisher, An-
dreou said he looked forward to the oppor-
tunity to focus more on “books about ideas,” 
given a trade-publishing climate where the 
place for “serious nonfiction is shrinking—
outside of certain perennial categories, like 
Civil War history, where the appetite tends 
to be endless.” He added that many of the 
writers with whom he started out at Knopf 
(as senior editor since 2003) wouldn’t be fea-
sible trade authors any longer—“not be-
cause there isn’t an audience for them, but 
because the overhead structure of trade 
publishers makes it impossible to give the 
kind of attention to those books that is re-
quired to extract [their] full sales potential.”

By developing a laser-like focus on a tar-
get audience and realistic promotion op-
portunities for each title HUP chooses to 
publish, Andreou said, he hopes to avoid one 
of what he deems the biggest dangers in aca-
demic publishing: turning the press into a 
mere extension of the academic process by 
which scholars publish work to gain tenure. 
“A publisher has to publish for someone, so 
if it becomes too teleological in relation to 
the academic world, it will lose the vitality 
that any publisher should hope for,” he ex-
plained. “Academic publishers have to bear 
in mind what most publishers do, which 
is that the answer to most things is ‘No.’ 
And the ‘Yeses’ have to have good reasons 
for them. They have to be the exception.”
 voset babür
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